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11.k ftn
Troubles with the machine included a leak in the condenser rotor gaskets which is expected to be the last for it is hoped that this recurrent trouble is finally understood and corrected. A newly installed vacuum line was apparently the source of a considerable quantity of sand which got into the piping and required two days to clean out but caused no permanent damage.
evelopment~The permanent gas supply system for the ion source has been put into operation permitting tho use of heavy water rather than the more expensive tank deuterium. Progress is being rrk~de on experimental work on the permanent deflector power supply. A magnet for re-focussing the deflected beam is being designed. Working drawings of the tanks for the proton con.. version arc complete ffild some other detail parts have been ordered. There are now six engineers and three or four draftsmen working on this job. The order has been placed to complete the concrete shielding wall around tho cyclotron. A number of difficulties were encountered during the month of October with the 60 inch cyclotron. In the main, they may be divided into two different categories. The first group of difficulties were associated with a number of improvements that were added at the time the burned out east dee stem liner was replaced in July. The changes were made in the hope of both making operation more efficient and reducing the radiation hazards. As things turned out, it could be said that we had to overcome the improvements.
The most troub lo some of these was tho new deflector insulator system which made possibla the chnnging of these insulators by Inaans of remote control devices I since this is one of the most intensely radioactive areas of the entire instrument. In spite of many modifications of this system, the insulators failed with discouraging regularity and increasing frequency so that during thi,s month the tank had to be let· down to air to replace the deflector insulator. on five occasions.~!e finally were forced to abandon this new and highly desirable arrangement from the point of view of radiation protection and revert, at least temporarily, back to our previous system so as to regain a reasonable operating efficiency. One of tho other problems that arose was the setting of the grounding spiders at such a point as to permit the dees to be placed in an exactly central position Within the vacuum chamber. Through some error in frequency determination, this was not done quite correctly with the result that the instrument was never quite in its most efficient adjustment.
During this month, several days were taken off to very carefully set each dee at the proper frequency and then to retune tho main oscillator for rnaxi.rnum.
efficiency. This was done successfully as eVidenced by the regain of our forme~
-3-high alpha beam currents which had not been attainable since the shutdown in July.
The second consideration has been the eVer increasing number of short bombardments using various specialized targets and attacrunents to the cyclotron as well as the necessity for using protons, deuterons, and alpha particles in rapid succession. The use of different types of particles necessitates t~e employment of a variety of ion sources and specific adjustments which are characteristic for the type of particles to be accelerated, These factors all contributed to interruption of operation. As a result of the many problems posed by the demands made upon us, we are gradually learning where the weak spots are fu~d how to meet them.
To sum up our present situation as of the end of the month, most of the former efficiency of the instrument has been regained. the deflector difficulties. too, have been at least surmounted partially, and we have learned how to make rapid changes in the demand for different types of particle bombardmonts that nrc made upon us with ever increasing frequency.
The maj or bombardment s for the month were deuteron bombardment of molybdenum, iron. and thulium and the proton bombardment of lithium for the Clinton Laboratories at Oak Ridge, the alpha particle bombardment of \ bismuth for Doctor Segre , deuteron bombardment of lead for Doctor Seaborg, and the alpha particle bombardment of cadmium for Doctor Hamilton. There were a number of miscellaneous shorter bombardment~which appear in the bombardment summary on the follOWing page. The entire job is believed to be about 90% complete. Installation of the ion source pulsing system is just being completed and when it is operating properly it will roduce by a factor of 200 the average load on the accelerating tube for a given injection current.
The new alumina drying system through which tho nitrogen in the tank can be recirculated to toke out moisture is nearing completion. VWhen completed it will eliminate the long period of evacuation required at present for drying after the tank has been open for work inside. Test Section. At the end of last month, the short test cavity was dismantled to study more carefully than before what produces the losses in a cavity with drift tubes. Many experiments have led to the conclusion that at least in the test cavity, the losses were due to tho bad contact between the drift tube ends which are screwed on, and tho drift tubes proper. The Q of the cavity with ends screwed on tho drift tubes as tightly as possible was 28,000;
with the ends soldered on Q increased to 41,000. The Q of the cavity without drift tubes, corrected to the proper frequoncy, was 53,000. Experiments also indicated that a good silver plating job on the brass stems decreased the losses. This effect was worth approximately 4,000 in Q, although thero is some uncertainty in this estimate since it is within experimontal error.
The test cavity was then put b2ck in operation with soldered drift tube ends and we were gratified to' read voltages in the cavity which were
hj.gher than any we have seen under similar conditions before.~Je are now proceeding to build up tho voltage, which will enable us to test grids in high fields. The future of the magnetron project has developed as follows:
(1) The O~~ice of Naval Research has expressed a desire to continue the work on the coaxial magnetron, since this constitutes basic microwave tube research.
The two graduate students working part-time on this research problem will be transferred to the Office of Naval Research payroll at the Microwave Laboratory, Division o~Electrical Engineering, and the test setup will be moved to a new location as soon as satisfactory arrangements can be made. -10-internal motion of the nucleons in tho projectile will be greater than for deuterons.
A search has boen made using photographic emulsion techniques and looking for negative mesotrons from targets under 400 Mev alpha particle bombardment. Plates were placed so as to rGceive negative mesotrons of energies less than about 10 Mev. Search for higher ener~J mesotrons and experiments in which the neutron background is reduced will roquire more elaborate apparatus than has been used to date.
No indication of mesotron production has been observed; however the experiments have not yet boen of sUfficient refinement to observe the small production predicted by theory.
Neutron-Proton Scattering. A total of 205 knock-on proton tracks have been observed in the cloud chamber in a continuation of the experiments reported previously. The second hundred tracks were measured under botter conditions than thqso previously reported and are believed froe of discrimination against any set of angles. Figures 1 and 2 show the angular distribution of these scattered protons in both laboratory c.nd conteI' of mass systems. The· cloud chamber data continues to suggest that non-exchange forces are somewhat stronger than exchange forces.
Plans are being mado to study neutron-deuteron scattering by the same technique when the above experiment is completed. 
. norgy might not bo due to higher energy protons being missed in the platos.
The measured angular distribution of the n-p scattering now seems to agroe very closely with a theoretical curve cclculatod for half exchangehalf ordinary force. This calculation was not vary reliable however, and the attompt to improvo it is continuing. It now appears that for the short range Yukawa wells we use, waves of high angular momentum are not very importantconsiderably less so than with a square well. This makes it fairly easy to calculate the scattoring by a numerical integration, and it looks as thOUgh this may be even easier than the variation methods we have been investigating. in an effort to understand its decay schome. Tho existence of beta-gamma coincidences in tho 14-minute decay was demonstrated.
The Nier spectrometer has beon applied this month to tho analysis of deuterium concentration in connection with tracer Gxporimvnts on photosynthesis under Dr. Calvin.
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